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Introduction. The atomio oonstantB of multyoharged ions are
the main objeot of studieB in the fields of high-temperature
plaBma physios, quantum radiophysioB and nonatmospherio astronomy.
It's mainly connected with three oircumstances: First, the
emission spectra of such ions carry fundamental information about
the matter properties in the extreme conditions of super high
temperature and preBBure, Seoond, the knowledge of atomio
constants is neoeBsary for numerical plasma modeling of both
laboratory and astrophyBioal sources, and Third, for theoretioal
and experimental BtudieB with in the programmes of X-ray lasers
development, (see Fig. D

The data about the speotra oharaoteriotios of multioharged
ions may be obtained by three methods: BubBequent
quantum-meohanioal calculation, experimentally, by means of
semi-empirical methods, which use both experimental and
theoretioal information. Until now large material has been
accumulated in this field whioh, however, is avalable in many
original works and aooesBible to a very narrow circle of experts.
A number of compilations of the US National Institute of Standards
and Technology whioh are available for separate chemical elements
ion speotra doesn't inprove the situation. Due to this faot the
task of systematic accumulation and distribution of information on
multioharged atomio constants is especially vital at the modern
stage and it is obvious the information concentration in the data
base DB must mean itB critical estimation. It is natural that Buoh
DB Bhould be built aB automated base with the use if modern
oomputing facilities, sinle the volume of information iB very
large and it is not possible to handle it "manually11.

"Spectr-2" automated data base (ADB) is an extension of

"Spectr-V1 database developed in VNIIFTRI (USSR) for storage and

rapid search of multicharged ions atomio characteristics.
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The development of a new ADB version is linked with the

neoessity of including information about cross-section and

excitation speedB of ions by different particles in ADB. On the

other hand, large volume of information (more than 200000

transitions) accumulated on spectral characteristics (level

energetic structures, wavelength, radiation transition

probabilities eto) as well as the experience of utilizing "Spectr"

ADB led to the neoessity of changing formats of data presentation

in both entry documents and files loaded for automatic search. The

process of ADB servecing has also changed. A number of Bervice

packges providing a more flexible technology to support data base

has been oreated.

"Speotr-2" DB information Btruoture. The main unit of

information presentation in "Speotr-2" ADB is a dooument. Every

document contains Begments which incorporate data or texts. In

order to distinguish one data from another they are given a unique

tree-symbol label. The data having one label in "Spectr-2" DB may

differ by itB position within the segment.

Combinations of practically any symbols may serve as data TOT»

flSpeotr-2" DB. One data from another iB Beparated by at least one

blank. Terms indicating element ohemioal symbols, energy level

configuration, nuoleous charge levelB energy, transition wave

length, radiation probabilities, eto serve aB data in "Speotr-2" (Fig.2)

The documents contained in "Speotr-2" ADB may be found with

the help of terms which are referred to as search terms. The

search terms fully identify the information contained in the

document. For this purpose every dooument should feature

informational completeness property, i.e. the dooument should

contain all terms by means of which it can be found.
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The document Btruoture in "Speotr-2" ADB iB oriented into the

use of "DIALOG-2" (West analogues "Stairs") as the information

search system. The documents of the following types are supported

in "Spectr-2" DB:1- "Ionization potential" ; 2- "Electronic

Transitions"; 3- "Excitation cross-section";4- "Excitation rate" ;

5- "Information supplier" ; 6- "Bibliography" ; 7- "CommentarieB".

The document of different type are interfaced at a level of

similar terms. Por exemple, if reference number in the

"Bibliography" document ooincides with the reference number of the

"Electronic transition" documents, they are interfaced at the

logical level.

Interaction of the Terminal UBer with "Speotr-2" DB . The

terminal user is provided an opportunity to obtain information

from "Speotr-2" ADB in a dialogue mode. The dialogue mode is

realised in the electronic computer in the local TV aooess network

by EC-7920 equpment and its analogues under OC MVT 6.1 operational

system control and higher in the TV aooes system, (see Fig. 3)

The searching prescript is compiled from terms or part of

terms truncated from the right and logical operators between them.

The result of fulfilling searching presoipts is the number list of

doouments containing information given in the conditions. This

list may be prooesBed by three methods to obtain the BO called

output formB: by means of report generators and the output of the

resulting tables to the printer in interactive mode; by means of

obtaining tables built on the results of the search in the

paoketing mode; by means of information output into the

intermediate file for further processing and use in application

programmes•

"Speotr-2* ADB Information accumulation. At present ADB

'lSpeotr-2" provides data about spectral characteristics of ions of
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isoelectronic sequences H-Ag (theoretical calculations,

observation data, experimental results compilation). The total

volume of information is about 200000 documents for which, because

LS-oomraunioation diagrams are mostly spread and traditionally

obvious, the classification by extreme LS-terms is used. The

possibility to analyse statistical weights of the corresponding

wave functions in the framework of multioonfidurational

approximation is reserved for complex Bpectr.

The theoretical calculations of speotra and radiation

transition probabilities in hydrogen-like ions were made by

methods of Dirac relativistio theory with the subsequent account

of quantum-eleetrodynamio effects and adjustments linked with the

nuclear structure.

For helium isoeleotronio serieB the theoretioal calculations

of atomio Bpeotral oharaot eriB tics were made by two alternative

methods: the method of relativity theory of excitations by 1/z and

within the framework of Bemi-empirioal approach which uses

experimental approximations of transition wavelengths along

iBoeleotronic sequence.

The energy of levelB in Li-like ionB were calculated in the

similar way, through obtained by the method of model potential in

the relativity wersion was also used. The calculations of

oscillator forces and radiation transition probabilities were

curried out by the method of Fuse model potential which mode it

possible to simplify mathematical computations radically due to

the simple analitical form of wave functions. The calculations of

level energy for Be-like ions were made both by the method of

excitation theory by 1/z & Hartry-Fock approximation. In order to

increase accurracy of computations combination of methods of

self-consistent field and semi-empirical dependencies along Z were
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used which helped to perfonn overall adjustment to study their

matching with the experimental data.

The main volume of theoretioal data concerning spectral

characteristics of other isoelectronio sequences (O-, P-, Ne-,Na-

like ions) was obtained by the relativistic method of

self-consistent field (in Hartry-Fock-Pauli approximation) which

allows to determine the values of atomio constants with the

accuracy close to the experimental one.

Spectra calculations of H- to Na- like ions were made in the

various institutes of the USSR (Speotrosoopy Institute, USSR

Academy of Soienoes, Institute of Physics, USSR Academy of
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Soienoes, Institute of Physios, Lithuania SSR Aoaderay of Soienoes,

Voronezh State University,NPO VNHPTRI). Besides, for the above

mentioned types of ions praotioally all presently known

experimental data about the spectral lines in the area of K < 100 A

A have been entered into the database. (Fig. 4)

"Spectr-2" ADB contains the results of spectrum studies for

ions from Ug- to Ag- like isoelectronio Bequenoes in the region X

< 100 A published prior to 1990.
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APPENDIX

Data structure of database "Speotr-2" input dooumentB and of

Dialog-2 system loaded fields .

In the following tables the detailed rules of requisites

arrangement in segments for all types of DB "Speotr-2" doouments

are presented. These tables contain the information about

requisites type (searchable - S, nonsearohable - N), Btorage-type

in loaded form (P - format field, T - text field). For requisites

with label fE' only the power of value IB searohable, while the

mantissa is not a searchable item. For requisites marked with F1

only the first symbol forms the format field, it is neoessary to

perform summary inquiries about the availability of the partioular

types of information. Character '&' denotes indefinite length.

These tables oontain segment names and format field names,

which presents in the dialog session.

Column numbers in the tables means:

1 - segment level

2 - data length

3 - load type

Dooument "Ionization potential"

N Name of requisite The plaoe in the input dooument

1 2 3

1.Chemioal symbol of element

2.Atomio number

3.1soeleotronio Bequenoe

4.Speotrosoopio symbol

5.Ground state configuration

6.Ionization potential (eV)

7.Accuracy of ion.pot.value

8.Method

9-Reference (to original

literature Bouroe)

001
001

001

005
005
006

006

006

006

2
3
4

3
&
18

9
2

5

SF
SP
SP

ST
ST
ST
NT
ST
ST
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Dooument type "Transition"

N Name of requisite The plaoe in the input dooument

1 2 3

1.Chemical symbol of element

2.Atomio number

3.Isoeleotronio sequenoe

4. Configuration

5. Multiplicity

6. Orbital momentum

7. Total momentum

8. 1 Energy level (om )

9- Energy accuracy

10. Method

11. Ref erenoe

12. Configuration

13. Multiplicity

14. Orbital momentum

15. Total momentum

16. 2 Energy level ( c m )

17. Energy aoouraoy

18. Method

19. Reference

20. Transition of the optioal electron

21. Wavelength

22. Aoouraoy

23. Method

24. Ref erenoe

25- Transition Probability

26. Aoouraoy

27. Method

28. Ref erenoe

29. Oscillator strength

30. Aoouraoy

31. Method

32. Reference

33- Autoionization probability

34. Aoouraoy

35. Method

36. Referenoe

001
001

001

020

021

021

023
050

050
050

050

040

041

041

043

051

051

051
051
060

061
061

061

061

066
066
066
066
071

071

071
071
076

076

076

076

2

3
4
&

1

1

&

18

9
2

5
&
1

1

&

18

9
2

5
&
18

9
2

5
18

9
2

5
18

9
2

5
18

9
2

5

SP
SP
SP
ST

ST
ST
ST

NT P1
NT
NT
NT
ST
ST
ST
ST

NT P1

NT
NT
NT
ST

SF
NT
SP1

ST
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
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Dooument "Exoitation oroBB Beotion

N Name of requisite The

1.Chemioal symbol of element

2.Atomio number

3.iBoeleotronio Bequenoe

4.Configuration

5.Multiplicity

6.Orbital momentum

7-Total momentum

8.Configuration

9.Multiplicity

10.Orbital momentum

11.Total momentum

12.CTOBB eeotion

13.Method

14.Pro3*eotile partiole

15«Referenoe

16.Data type (table of parameters)

17.Argument array

1B.Function array

plaoe in the

1

001

001

001

020

021

021

023
040

041

041

043

200
200
200
200

200

201
201

input

2

2

3
4
&
1

1

&

&

1

1

&

1

2
6
5
4
60
60

dooument

3

SF
SF
SF
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

ST

ST

ST

SPT
ST
ST
ST

ST
NT
NT

Dooument "Exoitation rate coefficient

N Name of requisite The plaoe in the input dooument

1 2 3

1.Chemioal symbol of element

2.Atomio number

3.1soeleotronio Bequenoe

4. Configuration

5.Multiplicity

6.Orbital momentum
7.Total momentum

8.Configuration

9.Multiplicity

10.Orbital momentum

11.Total momentum

12.EXoitation rate
13.Method
14.Projeotile partiole

15«Referenoe

16.Data type (table of parameters)

17.Argument array
18.Function array

001

001

001

020

021

021

023
040

041

041

043

300

300
300
300
300
301
301

2

3
4
&
1

1

&

&

1

1

&

1

2
6

5
4
60
60

SF
SP
SP
ST
ST

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

SFT
ST
ST
ST
ST
NT
NT
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